
MORTGAGE AUTOMATION UNLEASED

Initial
Disclosure
Validate, generate, and send
initial disclosure packages

It’s just an unfortunate coincidence that generating and delivering initial disclosures
is both required to occur in a short 3-day window AND is an annoying long, tedious
process. Never miss another 3-day window by letting Brimma’s bot do all of the
tedious work.
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Total Initial
Disclosures per year

31,875
Hours Saved

3,187
$$ Saved

95,625

$

Sample Lender Results

Interested in learning how our INITIAL DISCLOSURE BOT can assist you? 
Schedule a call with us today.

What makes Brimma BOTs Better?

At Brimma, we do more than create BOTs to automate your work. We work hard to make sure

you know what you’re getting and satisfied with the results. That’s why Brimma backs-up its

BOTs with a “if you don’t like it, you don’t pay” promise. And we provide a minimum of 30-

days of “burn in” support for all of our BOTs. 

Founded in 2016, by a former executive of Ellie Mae, IBM, and Palisades Technology Partners,

Brimma was created to deliver innovative software solutions to mortgage lenders who need

holistic solutions to the technology problems that have plagued the industry for decades. We

know the only thing you hate more than your LOS is the idea of implementing a new LOS. We

have felt your pain...and it is what drives us to build solutions that recognize that technology

for mortgage lenders is unique.

Open the XX screen

Mark the CD sent column as
"Yes" in Disclosure tracking

Click Order docs

Send Disclosures

Get the Borrower
pair details

Select "Closing Disclosure"
document from Documents window

Click Order type, 
Pre-closing in the list
item from Closing
docs audit window

Click the Order docs
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